
Lions return to postseason play is a triumphant one with a sweep of Banning: 
 

Linfield Christian 25-25-25=3 (25-4 Overall) D7 #1 Seed @ Bassett Saturday evening  
Banning 10-16-16=0 (15-8 Overall)  
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
It was 2009 when last a Linfield Christian volleyball team stepped on the Lions Den hardwood 
for a CIF-SS postseason volleyball match. Current assistant coach Dani Hawes was the head 
coach and senior Kelly Rausch was in the third grade at that point. Barack Obama was just over 
ten months into his first term as President of the United States and Toby Keith's American Ride 
was #1 on the country music charts to look at a couple of historical notes outside the 
gymnasium. On Thursday evening Rausch had the final kill as Linfield Christian made a 
triumphant return to postseason by sweeping Banning 25-10, 25-16, 25-16. They'll take to the 
road for a second round match at Bassett on Saturday night.  
 
The Lions got off to an early 4-0 lead in set 1 behind a kill from McKenzie Phelps along with a 
kill and block solo from Alaina Tucker. It became 12-5 off a kill on setter dump from Devin 
Sivertson, an ace and kill from Rausch along with Kelly Sivertson's ace. Linfield Christian was 
never seriously threatened in the first as Paige Williams kill ended set 1 with a final of 25-10 in 
favor of the Lions.  
 
It was more of the same in set two as Linfield Christian jumped out to an early 12-5 lead. 
Rausch had two kills and two aces, Phelps added two kills, Tucker threw in a kill and Sarah 
Newman an ace in that stretch. Linfield Christian got to the red zone off a kill and ace from 
Rausch to make it 20-12 and forced Broncos coach Sarah Rike to call timeout. This time it was 
Phelps whose kill ended set two at 25-16 and put the Lions up 2-0 in sets.  
 
Three service aces from Rausch in a four point span plus a kill from Phelps put Linfield Christian 
up 13-7 when Banning took their first timeout. Another kill from Sivertson (Devin) off setter dump 
and ace put the Lions up 19-11. Rausch's eleventh kill of the evening sent Linfield Christian onto 
round two with a 25-16 sweep of Banning. 
 
Lions coach Eric Hawes talked about his squad's return to postseason play and remarked “It's 
been a steady climb back. Last year we had some solid matches but it wasn't quite enough to 
get into our top four. We became more consistent this year and they've grown in confidence 
each year to bring us back to this point.”  
 
When I asked the Lions skipper how fitting it was that one of his veterans ended the match he 
remarked “It's perfect. She's absolutely our leader and we count on her for pretty much 
everything. Everyone showed up to play in our postseason debut and I was happy to see that 



along with no nerves from our young ladies on a stage they've never been on. They did the jobs 
that we as a coaching staff expected them to do and it's all we can ask of them.”  
 
Senior Mckenzie Phelps may be new to the Lions program but she takes great pride in being a 
part of this historical group saying “To hear their history and how much they've struggled 
recently and come so far fills me with gratitude that I get to be a part of this group.”  
 
When I asked the senior whether the emotions of playing in this match were different for her as 
opposed to the Lion veterans who had gone thru the drought she remarked “Not really. To me it 
was just another day on the court. My old high school coach taught me to respect all & fear 
none. So I try to take that advice into every match I play.”  
 
For Banning coach Sarah Rike it wasn't a matter of her kids not being prepared but a matter of 
not executing saying “I felt like like we were prepared but our execution wasn't as good as I 
hoped it would be. We knew coming in that they were a powerhouse team and we were going to 
have to be on it to move onto Saturday. They're just an impressive team.”  
 
Linfield Christian Noteables:  
Kelly Rausch 11 kills, 8 aces 
Devin Sivertson 27 assists 
Sarah Newman 10 digs  
Paige Williams 4 blocks 
 
 
 


